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SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
Dear Customer,
Welcome to our Power Tools "Mini" Catalogue.
We have been promising a complete new Tools & Materials Catalogue for some time. Much of the preparation work for
the new catalogue is well under way, but there is still many new products still being worked on. As we cannot print the new
catalogue until the last page and full stop is complete, we have decided to publish a number of "Mini" Catalouges to keep
you informed.
The shop renovations are progressing well and many customers come down to visit, but if you are too far away to visit us,
we exhibit at many shows around the country which we advertise on our website and in the model press. We hope to see
you at some of the shows.
Kind Regards
Roger Lewis

ORDERING INFORMATION
1.ORDERS BY POST
please send to:- Squires Model and Craft Tools
ORDERS BY TELEPHONE:- 01243 842424
100 London Road
BOGNOR REGIS
Shop hours:- 9.00 - 5.00 Monday - Friday Saturday 9.00 - 4.30
West Sussex
Closed on National Bank Holidays
PO21 1DD
2. When ordering please quote ORDER CODE and DESCRIPTION, plus QUANTITY required, whenever possible please use our
order form. Please keep a copy of your order for your records.
3. All prices in this catalogue include VAT at 20% and are for the quantity shown i.e. each, per pack etc. Note: If the rate of VAT or
the basis under which VAT is charged is changed, then our prices will change in accordance with the new rates as soon as they come
into force.
4. Prices for mail order, retail and exhibition sales are the same. When we promote a product or pass on a manufacturers or suppliers
price reduction this will be offered to all customers purchasing the applicable product for the period of the price reduction. If you have
over remitted a refund will be made, if you are remitting by credit card you will be charged the lower price. The right to increase prices
without prior notice is reserved.
5. You may pay for your order by:- CHEQUE, POSTAL ORDER crossed and made payable to SQUIRES, by CREDIT CARD MASTERCARD, VISA or by DEBIT CARD. If you wish to send cash this MUST be sent by REGISTERED mail. Payment for overseas orders is required by CREDIT OR DEBIT CARD. Please do NOT use email to send your credit card details, please use telephone.
6. Our MINIMUM MAIL ORDER VALUE IS £15.00 and is dispatched POST FREE (Except Aerosols) to a SINGLE U.K. destination. Overseas postage is at COST, VAT free OUTSIDE the EC ONLY. Note we are NOT able to issue VAT exemption forms by
post. **NOTE - Areosol Containers cannot be sent by Royal Mail and are subject to a Despatch Surcharge**
7. Most orders received by post will be dispatched by return, telephone orders received up to about 3.00pm will usually be dispatched
the same day, any items that we are unable to supply immediately, and that we can supply in a reasonable time will be advised as a "TO
FOLLOW" item and the EXPECTED DISPATCH DATE will be advised. If we are unable to supply an item within twenty-eight days
we will make an immediate refund and advise the expected date of availability for re-ordering if required. NOTE when payment is
made by credit card we will only charge for the items that we are able to despatch, items that are out of stock and marked "to follow"
will be charged at the time of despatch. Items ordered that we cannot supply within the above terms will be cancelled.
8. Damaged goods please contact us for instructions BEFORE returning. Goods sent in error may be returned and will be replaced
as soon as we receive them, provided that they have been carefully packed and that we have stock available. SECOND CLASS Royal
Mail postage only will be refunded.
9. Consumer Contracts - 14 Day Money Back Policy. Squires offer a 14 day money back policy. To return a product you must first
telephone Squires to obtain a Returns Number, this must be noted on all documentation and on the outer packaging when the goods are
returned, NO markings are to be made on the product or products packaging. Your documentation must include your proof of purchase. The returned item must be complete, unused and in an “as new” condition with the original packaging. We will not accept for
return items that have had a manufacturers/suppliers warranty or registration invoked, this will be deemed as Customer acceptance of
the goods. Squires must receive all returns within 14 days of the Returns Number being issued, any goods received after the 14 days
will be dealt with individually. All returns are to be sent to Squires, 100 London Road, Bognor Regis, West Sussex, PO21 1DD. Carefully package the item and ensure sufficient postage is paid, goods are returned at the customers own cost and risk, you must obtain
proof of posting in case of non-receipt. Squires will not accept parcels that have insufficient postage paid. Do not return goods
without a Returns Number, as this may delay credit. Note Certain products due to their nature are exempt from the 14 Day Money
Back Policy, this would include for example consumable items, kits that have been built, cut cable etc. Note Squires are NOT able to
issue Returns Numbers or accept return of Goods under “Consumer Contracts Regulations” at our Exhibition Sales Stand.
Squires Model & Craft Tools is the trading name of Roger V Lewis of
100, London Road, Bognor Regis West Sussex, PO21 1DD. Telephone 01243 842424.
VAT Registration No. 615 2383 57
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ROTACRAFT DRILL KITS
ROTACRAFT MINI ROTARY TOOL KIT a versatile high speed 12
volt pen grip rotary tool for lightweight
craft and modelling tasks. Supplied with
a range of 44 assorted tools for cleaning,
polishing and sanding etc. The drill is a
collet type and is supplied with 4 collets
of 1.0, 2.35, 3.0 and 3.2mm. The drill is
powered by a small singlespeed transformer, no load speed of drill 18,000rpm.
All in supplied a quality case. Use for
light duty tasks only.
CODE
091-012

TYPE
PRICE
Rotacraft Single Speed Mini Rotary Tool Kit........ £34.99

ROTACRAFT VARIABLE SPEED ROTARY TOOL KIT a versatile
high speed 12 volt pen grip rotary tool for lightweight craft and
modelling tasks. Supplied with 60 assorted tools for cleaning, polishing and sanding etc. The drill is a collet type and is supplied
with 4 collets of 1.0, 2.35, 3.0 and 3.2mm. The drill is powered by a
small transformer, the speed of the drill is controlled by a rotary
control on the drill. No load speed of drill 8,000 - 18,000rpm.
Supplied in a
quality case.
Use for light
duty tasks
only.

CODE
091-018

TYPE
PRICE
Rotacraft Variable Speed Mini Rotary Tool Kit..... £49.99

ROTACRAFT 230V ROTARY TOOL KIT WITH FLEXI-SHAFT a
mains powered 87 watt variable speed rotary tool kit which is ideal
for craft and modelling applications. The tool bits are held by a collet system of 1.0, 2.35, 3.0 and 3.2mm diameter. The drill is mains
powered has variable speed of 8,000 - 25,000 rpm. A flexi-drive
shaft and telescopic hanging stand allowing the drill to be hung
and used as a motor. A
flexidrive is also included.
Supplied with 100 accessories for drilling, grinding
and polishing etc, all in a
handy carry case. Use for
light duty tasks only.
CODE
091-232

TYPE
PRICE
R/C V/Speed R/Tool with Flexi Drive RC230X..... £79.99

ROTACRAFT CORDLESS TOOL KIT RC09X a 9.6v compact,
rechargeable cordless tool with variable speed and LED spotlight
feature for close-up work. 8,000-20,000rpm variable speed 9.6v
Ni-Mh battery with 2-3 hour charge time Up to 35 minutes use
between charges Additional LED spotlight feature for lighting dark
areas Handy padded zip bag 100 accessories including collets
1,2.35,3 & 3.2m Hanging
hook Two grip positions
Pen & palm grip. A
spare battery is
also available to
purchase.

CODE
091-926
091-926

TYPE
PRICE
Rotacraft Cordless Tool Kit RC09X...................... £64.99
Spare Battery for Rotacraft Cordless Rotary Tool £19.99

ROTACRAFT SINGLE SPEED ROTARY TOOL WITH 75 ACCESORIES a high speed 12v rotary tool for intricate craft & modelling
tasks, as well as precise engraving on glass or metal. Ideal for
model making & repairing, general craft, restoration & renovation,
electronics, as well as those smaller household/DIY tasks. The
accesories kit includes 75 Various accessories for: Engraving &
drilling, 1 polishing shank, 2 polishing wheels, 20 various diamond
points, 4 grinding stones,
2 disc mandrels, 15 cutting
discs, 15 sanding discs,
2 sander mandrels,
4 sander drums, 3 wire
brushes, 1 nylon pencil
brush, 4 collet chucks
shapes.

CODE
091-075

TYPE
PRICE
R/Craft S/Speed Rotary Tool RC12 with 75 Aces £39.99

ROTACRAFT VARIABLE SPEED HIGH POWER LCD ROTARY
TOOL a 230v with push button speed control and a LCD display
for exact speed settings. Speed cotnrol of 8,000 and 35,000 rpm.
Comes with 100
accesories including
4 collects 1.0, 2.35, 3.0
and 3.2mm. Ideal for
tasks where power and
precison are required.
CODE
091-255

TYPE
PRICE
R/C V/Speed H/Power LCD Rotary Tool.............. £84.99

ROTACRAFT CORDLESS TOOL DRILL STAND a drill stand
used for precised drilling with wood, plastic, metal and PCB’s. The
drill holder can be rotated to a 90°
to suit any task. Suitable for drills
with a 43mm neck.

CODE
090-007

TYPE
PRICE
Rotacraft Rotary Tool/ Drill Stand ........................ £59.99

ROTACRAFT 400 PIECE ACCESSORY SET AND CASE a 400
piece accessory set which is perfect
for use with all mini rotary tools.

CODE
091-400

TYPE
PRICE
400 Piece Rotary Tool Accessory Set ................. £29.99
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KEYLESS CHUCK FOR ROTCRAFT DRILLS (0-3.2MM) a keyless chuck which is suitable for use with variable speed cordless
rotary tool RC09 or rotary kit RC230. It has a smooth action and a
good degree of accuracy. Ideal for
tasks where precision is a necessity.
CODE
091-233

TYPE
PRICE
Keyless Chuck for Rotacraft Drills....................... £14.99

USB SCREWDRIVER 3.6V a powerful pocket sized rechargeable
screwdriver for DIY, hobbies and
electronics. It is ideal for tight spaces
and tricky areas as the narrow tip
and LED light can give you easy
access and clear visibility. Fully
charged in 60 minutes.

CODE
091-233

TYPE
PRICE
Rotacraft RC36 3.6v USB Screwdriver................. £41.99

MINITOOL POWER TOOLS
MINITOOL made in Germany by Bohler, this high quality range of
minitools answers all the needs of the keen hobbyist and modelmaker. All tools are 12V and therefore small and well balanced,
and have ample power for the task in hand.
MINITOOL HIGH TORQUE PRECISION DRILL 110W a high
powered tool ideal for low speed work. It features a powerful
reduction gear (8:1) for maximum low speed power even when
drilling metal. Starts as low as 140 rpm. It has long-life self lubricating friction bearing for smoother running, a keyless chuck for easy
accessory changeover, 2-grip positions for extra convenience and
a built in connector for easy fitting to drill stand M320111.
Requires a transformer, M320901 is recommended.
Technical Specification
Weight......................325g
Max power..............110W
Voltage................. 0 - 16V
Max Torque......16.30Ncm
Speed (rpm)....140 - 1500
Chuck cap..... 0.8 - 6.0mm

Technical Specification
Weight......................230g
Max power................60W
Voltage................. 0 - 16V
Speed(spm)...1000 - 7500
Cutting depth.............7mm

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320200 Minitool Jig-Scroll Saw 60W................................ £54.99
MT320203 M/t Jig-Scroll Saw Blds Coarse for Wood x10..... £5.99
MT320204 M/t Jig-Scroll Saw Blds Wood/Plas/NFMetal x10 £5.99
MT320206 M/t Jig-Scroll Saw Blade Diamond for GRP etc.. £10.99
MT320205 Saw Table for Minitool Jig-Scroll Saw................. £10.99
MINITOOL CONTOUR JIGSAW 60W a tool for cutting uneven
materials and working in inaccessible areas. This tool has a small
dome-saped shoe for working on uneven outlines and small
angles. Is compact and lightweight for optimal handling with a sintered bearing for smooth running. 110W motor for high sawing
power. Ideal for sawing plastics, wood, thin non-ferrous metal and
PCS’s. Comes with a diamond coated blade for cutting glass and
carbon fibre re-inforced plastics. Would be ideally used with transformer MT320904 high power variable speed.
Technical Specification
Weight......................230g
Max power..............110W
Voltage.................12VDC
Stroke per min 1000-7500

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320210 Minitool Contour Jigsaw 60W ............................. £64.99

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320105 Minitool High Torque Precision Drill 110W.......... £74.99
MINITOOL SWORD SAW 80W an ideal tool for intricate and delicate cut outs, trimming and shaping in wood. It has a compact
pen-like design for close up control and can be handled like a
knife. No need for pilot holes, simply lean the tool directly into the
material. It has a dual reciprocating blade action for efficient cutting
in wood, ideal for cutting out windows and doors for dolls houses,
and other models. Use with minitool saw blades M320216 included. Requires a transformer M320901 is recommended.
Technical Specification
Weight......................180g
Max power................80W
Voltage................. 0 - 16V
Speed(spm)......up to 2000
Cutting depth Balsa.10mm
Pine.....5mm

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320215 Minitool Sword Saw 80W..................................... £74.99
MT320216 Minitool Sword Saw Blades................................. £6.99

MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00
MC
PT2

MINITOOL JIGSAW-SCROLL SAW 60W a handy tool perfect for
cutting small radii, intricate shapes, scroll work as well as delicate
fret work. Its compact lightweight design allows for complete control in tight areas and dual purpose design for use as a hand held
saw and mini fretsaw when secured upside using the fretsaw table
included. The jigsaw blades capped for extra safety. It features
long-life bearing for smoother running, a 60w motor for greater cutting efficiency. Supplied with 10 blades. A transformer is required,
any of the Minitool transformers are suitable. 3 types of blade are
available, M320203 coarse teeth for wood, M320204 fine teeth for
wood, plastics and non-ferrous metals, M320206 diamond saw
blade for glass fibre and other reinforced plastics.

MINITOOL 4-IN-1 RIGHT ANGLE TOOL 110W an excellent
combo tool combining cutting, drilling, grinding and milling. Compact and powerful design with twin ball bearings for smoother running, powerful reduction gear for power at lower speeds. It is ideal
for work in various materials including wood, plastics, non-ferrous
metals, circuit boards and carbon fibre reinforced plastics. Supplied with 1 hexagonal socket key, 1 hard grinding plate and abrasive paper. Requires a transformer,M320901 is recommended.
Technical Specification
Weight......................330g
Max power..............110W
Voltage................. 0 - 16V
Speed(rpm).......400-3300

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320750 Minitool 4-in-1 Right Angle Tool 110W................ £79.99
MT320751 M/t Abrasive Paper x6 - 60 Grit for MT320750.... £7.99
MT320752 M/t Abrasive Paper x6 - 120 Grit for MT320750.. £7.99
MT320753 M/t Abrasive Paper x6 - 240 Grit for MT320750.. £7.99
MT320754 M/t Abrasive Paper x6 - Assort for MT320750.... £7.99
MT320755 M/t Cutt Off Wheel for MT320750........................ £49.99
MT320756 M/t Saw Blade 100T for MT320750..................... £28.99
MT320759 M/T Face Wheel 600 Soft x 3 for MT320750....... £10.99
MT320760 M/t Face Wheel 60mm Hard x3 for Mt320750..... £10.99
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MINITOOL PRO CIRCULAR SAW TABLE 140W a solid metal
saw table for cutting wood, plastics, non-ferrous metals, glass
fibre, circuit boards, and carbon reinforced plastics. Suitable for
light engineering, production work and the serious enthusiast. It
features slow speed start ideal for work in plastics. Fitted with
sander attachment for use with sanding wheels and sanding discs
(not included). Fitted with outlet for vacuum cleaner for dust collection. Supplied with parallel guide and mitre guide for precise
straight and angled cuts, also supplied with 1 chuck pin, 1 saw
blade (48 teeth) and 1 hexagonal socket key. Requires a transformer M320901 is recommended.
Technical Specification
Max power.............140W
Voltage................ 0 - 16V
Speed(rpm).....700 - 6000
Table dims.220 x 215mm
Blade height adj...0-15mm
Blade tilt.....................45°
Mitre angle.................45°
Cutting velocity........140 1200m/min
Blade dia...............63mm

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320305 Minitool Circular Saw Table 140W..................... £329.99
MT320306 Circular Saw Blade 100T for Non-ferrous Metal.. £36.99
MT320312 C/Saw Blade Set Teeth z90 HSS-Wood/Plastic.. £42.99
MT320314 C/Saw Blade Diamond-Carbon/GRP/Plastics....£119.99
MT320315 Circular Saw Blade 200T for Non-ferrous Metal.. £36.99
MT320308 Minitool Grinding Wheel for Mt320305................ £26.99
MT320309 Minitool 6 x Abrasive Wheels 60/120/240 Grit.... £9.49
MT320313 C/Saw Blade Carbide 36T for Wood/Plastic........ £49.99
MT320930 Lubricant for Plastic Cutting................................. £9.69
MINITOOL ORBITAL SANDER 60W a mini workhorse which is
excellent for primary sanding as well as finishing tasks in wood
and plastic. It’s compact, lightweight design is ideal for comfortable hand held use and for working in confined spaces. Easy
sandpaper changeover. Supplied with 1 fine and 1 coarse sanding
sheet. Requires a transformer, any of the Minitool transformers
are suitable.
Technical Specification
Weight......................180g
Max power................60W
Voltage.................0 - 16V
Speed(opm)..1000 - 7500

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320400 Minitool Orbital Sander 60W................................ £54.99
MT320401 M/t Orbital Sander Sheets x 10 Assort (F/M/C)... £9.99
MT320402 Minitool Orbital Sander Sander Plate.................. £6.99

PRODUCT CODES
PLEASE NOTE - IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO
USE THE CORRECT PRODUCT CODE
FOR THE ITEMS YOU WISH TO ORDER
IT IS VITAL TO INCLUDE THE PUNCTUATION
IN THE CODE AND TO FORMAT THE CODE
AS SHOWN IN THE CATALOGUE

MINITOOL BELT SANDER 110W a powerful finishing tool for professional results in wood, plastic and metal. It’s compact design is
ideal for comfortable hand held use and working in confined
spaces. It can also fitted into belt sander table M320323 (supplied
separately), allowing delicate work to be brought into the sander
for better control. Supplied with 1 belt of 120 grit, a range of
accessories are available. Requires a transformer M320901 is
recommended.
Technical Specification
Weight......................400g
Max power..............110W
Voltage................. 0 - 16V
Torque................5.72Ncm
Speed(opm)........45 - 450
Stroke.......................5mm

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320320 Minitool Belt Sander 110W.................................. £79.99
MT320321 Minitool Belt Sander Belt 80 Grit......................... £6.99
MT320324 Minitool Belt Sander Belt 120 Grit....................... £6.99
MT320322 Minitool Belt Sander Belt 240 Grit....................... £6.99
MT320325 Minitool Belt Sander Belts x3 - 80/120/240 Grits. £13.99
MT320323 Minitool Belt Sander Table.................................. £13.99
MINITOOL MICRO POWER SANDER & ELECTRIC FILE 80W a
tool for the serious hobbyist and model maker. It is supplied with 6
different miniature sanding heads for work on a variety of shapes
and contours. It is fitted with a right angled arm and ball joint to
take the various heads allowing working in confined spaces. It can
also be converted into a mini file. Suitable for work in wood, plastic and metal. Supplied with 6 sanding heads and abrasive paper.
Requires a transformer, M320901 is recommended.
Technical Specification
Weight......................180g
Max power................80W
Voltage................. 0 - 16V
Speed(spm).....up to 2000
Stroke.......................5mm

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320250 Minitool Micro Power Sander 80W...................... £74.99
MT320251 M/tool 6 Sanding Heads & Paper for MT320250. £7.49
MT320252 Minitool 2 Mini Files for MT320250...................... £15.99
MINITOOL CONTOUR 3D SANDER 100W a versatile sanding
tool, ideal for modelling as well as specific DIY tasks. It has 3 rotating wheels for work on concave, convex as well as flat surfaces. It
has a powerful 100w motor with reducing gear (4:1 ratio) for effective material removal.The sanding discs are easily changed. Supplied with 3 sanding discs.
Requires a transformer
M32090 is recommended.
Technical Specification
Weight......................350g
Max power..............110W
Voltage.................0 - 16V
Speed(opm)....up to 7000

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320780 Minitool Contour 3D Sander 100W...................... £94.99
MT320781 M/tool Contour 3D Sanding Discs 3 x 3 120 Grit. £9.49
MT320782 M/tool Contour 3D Sanding Discs 3 x 3 160 Grit. £9.49
MT320783 M/tool Contour 3D Sanding Discs 3 x 3 240 Gri.. £9.49
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MINITOOL POWER PLANER 110W a high performance tool
which is ideal for the serious hobbyist, modeller or woodworker.
It’s compact design is comfortable for hand-held use and for working in confined spaces. In-built directional guide and depth control.
It is ideal for rebating, chamfering, and smooth planing of wood,
plastic and non-ferrous metal. Supplied with 1 x M320551 fine
planer cylinder for hard wood and non-ferrous metals, M320552
coarse for soft wood and plastics is also available. Requires a
transformer, M320901 is recommended.
Technical Specification
Weight......................350g
Max power..............110W
Voltage................. 0 - 16V
Torque................5.72Ncm
Speed(rpm)....1300 - 9000
Cylinder width.........25mm

MINITOOL CHUCKS a range of 3 jaw automatic chucks suitable
for use with Minitool rotary tools. 2 sizes
available, capacity 0 - 3.5mm and 0 - 6.0mm.
Maximum speed 30,000 rpm.
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320121 Minitool Chuck 0 - 3.5mm.................................... £11.99
MT320110 Minitool Chuck 0 - 6.0mm.................................... £9.99
MINITOOL COLLETS a set of 3 brass collets suitable for use with
Minitool rotary tools. Allows other manufacturers accessories to
be used with Minitools. Collet sizes 2.35mm, 3.0mm and 4.0mm.
The 4.0mm size is required when
using Minitool Milling Cutters.
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320123 Minitool Collets x 3.............................................. £9.99

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320550 Minitool Power Planer 110W............................... £74.99
MT320551 M/tool Power Planer Cylinder Fine Wood/Metal.. £15.99
MT320552 M/t Power Planer Cylinder Coarse Wood/Plastic £25.99
MINITOOL HIGH POWER VARIABLE SPEED TRANSFORMER
a top of the range transformer with variable speed control is the
power centre for the whole Minitool range of tools. It has 120W
constant output power with up to 180W through operation and
electronic feedback for maximum torque power for all minitool 12V
tools. Variable speed control from 0 to maximum tool speed. Inbuilt overload cut-off system to protect the tools from overloading
with an active air cooling system, extending tool life and adding
extra safety. 2 output sockets for easy tool changeover. Compact
housing design and tool
rest for better work space
management.

MINITOOL ADAPTOR MINICRAFT TO MINITOOL a short adaptor lead with Minitool male plug and Minicraft female socket, allowing Minicraft power tools to be run from a Minitool transformer.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320921 Minitool Adaptor Minitool Male/Minicraft Female. £9.69
MINITOOL ADAPTOR MINICRAFT/MINITOOL a short adaptor
lead with Minicraft male plug and Minitool female socket, allowing
Minitool power tools to be run from a Minicraft transformer.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320922 Minitool Adaptor Minitool Female/Minicraft Male. £9.79

TOOL HANGING STAND
MINI POWER TOOL HANGING STAND for use with miniature
power tools which have a hanging hook allowing the drill to be
hung when using a flexi drive shaft. Height is adjustable.

Technical Specification
Primary voltage.230V/50Hz
Sec voltage max.......15Vdc
Max output...................15A
Speed..........0 - max for tool

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320904 M/tool High Power Variable Speed Transformer. £84.99
MINITOOL CAR ADAPTOR 12V a lead fitted with a plug that fits
into a car cigar lighter socket and an in line female Minitool socket.
Suitable for powering all Minitool
products from a car cigar socket.
Lead length 1M.

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320909 Minitool Car Adapator 12V.................................. £12.99
MINITOOL EXTENSION CABLE 3M an extension lead fitted with
male and female Minitool connector. Can also be used with Minitool car adaptor.
Lead length 3M

CODE
091-823

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Power Tool Hanging Stand........................... £9.99

ENGRAVERS
S/L BATTERY POWERED ENGRAVER a battery powered
engraver for engraving glass, ceramic, metal and wood. Maximum
12,000rpm, it accepts 2.3mm diameter tips. Up to 20 hours battery
life. Alkaline battery recommended.

CODE
090-665

TYPE
PRICE
S/L Battery Powered Engraver............................. £8.99

POST FREE DELIVERY ON ALL ORDERS
WITHIN THE UNITED KINGDOM
MINIMUM ORDER VALUE £15.00

CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MT320910 Minitool Extension Cable 3M............................... £10.99
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You may mix your order from
ANY of our catalogues
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DRAPER DRILL STAND for use with hand-held electric drills with
a collar diameter of 43mm or 38mm
for vertical drilling operations. The
column is a solid rod and with the
heavy base ensureing rigid operation.
The base has slots for fitting a
machine vice. Features depth
adjustment scale and stop.

PROXXON MICROMOT 50 E/F 12V DRILL a slim easily handled
light weight drill that features an automatic action chuck. Electronic
variable speed with feedback. Fitted with a low noise DC motor.
Length 220mm. A 12V MICROMOT mains adaptor (28706) is
required to operate this tool.

Specification
Column height...........540mm
Column diameter.........24mm
Depth of feed...............63mm
Collar diameter.......43/38mm
Base plate........170 x 250mm
Weight...........................6.9kg

CODE
28512

CODE
54488

TYPE
PRICE
Draper Drill Stand DS1......................................... £89.99

PROXXON
PROXXON FBS240/E PRECISION DRILL GRINDER perfect for
jewellers, mechanics, model builders, electronics and professionals. It can be used for prolonged periods and has a keyless chuck
(0.3-3.2mm) to accept a wide range of accessories, well balanced
and with variable speed for maximum control. The tool has two
inset rubber grips on the body to ensure a good purchase, important for fine detail work. The 100W permanent magnet motor is
powerful and well balanced The variable speed control gives a
range of 5,000 to 20,000rpm. The drill has a hanging loop, used
when the tool is coupled
up to a flexible shaft.
Supplied in a plastic
storage case with 43
cutting, grinding, drilling
and sanding accessories.
CODE
28472

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon FBS240/E Precision Drill Kit 28472........£69.99

PROXXON MODEL BUILDING & ENGRAVING SET a complete
set with a 12V mains adaptor, Milling/Drilling machine MICROMOT
50/E and 34 assorted accessories for drilling, grinding, polishing
and cutting. With mains adapter for 230V operation (12 Volt, 1.0A),
the variable speed control gives a range of 5,000 to 20,000rpm.
Supplied with 4 collets
capacity 1.0mm - 3.2mm.
Packed in a durable
plastic case.

CODE
28515

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Model Building Precision Drill Kit 28515.£82.99

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Micromot 50 E/F 12V Drill…………...... £34.99

PROXXON PRECISION DRILL FBS12/EF a precision tool for delicate or small jobs. Ideal for precision drilling, milling, sanding, polishing, engraving and cutting. Includes a keyless chuck (capacity
0.3 - 3.2 mm). Precision ball bearing minimises spindle side play.
Spindle lock button for bit changing removes the need for spanners. Recessed spindle head for inserting MlCROMOT steel collets. Efficient forced ventilation cooling of motor (and electronic
components in "E" model).High quality 12-18 Volt, 5 pole motor
with variable speed of 3,000 to
15,000rpm. Fibreglass
reinforced polyamide casing.
For use with MICROMOT
transformers of at least 2.0A.

CODE
28462

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Precision Drill FBS12/EF…….……...... £44.99

PROXXON MICROMOT DRILL STAND MB200 made from
diecast aluminium and has a head which can be tilted through 90°
allowing for diagonal drilling. It has a standard 20mm collar for
MICROMOT drilling and milling machines. The solid, hard chromium plated steel column measures 280 x 20mm, throat capacity of
140mm. The table measures
220 x 120mm and has all holes
pre-drilled and tapped to accept
the KT 70 compound table. The
MS 4 machine vice can also
be used. Weight 2.2kg.

CODE
28600

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Micromot Drill Stand MB200...………... £89.99

PROXXON MICROMOT DRILL 230/E designed for drilling, milling,
grinding, polishing, brushing, cutting and engraving. The extremely
slim housing of glass-fibre reinforced POLYAMIDE with a soft
component grip area enables the unit to be handled with two fingers (pen grip). The maximum speed of 21,500rpm can be continuously reduced to 6,500rpm through full-wave electronics and has
nearly the same torque at the lower speeds. Ground, ball-bearing
spindle. High quality MICROMOT steel collets.

PROXXON MACHINE VICE MS4 made of die-cast zinc with three
machined sides and horizontal & vertical V-slots in the jaws. Jaw
width 50mm and height 10mm.
Maximum clamping width 34mm.

CODE
28440

CODE
28132

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Micromot Drill 230/E 28440………...... £74.99

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Machine Vice MS4….……………..…... £16.43
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PROXXON PROFESSIONAL MINI DRILL AND GRINDER perfect
for jewellers, mechanics, model builders, electronics and professionals. Comes with a 6 piece collet set covering 1-3.2mm. This
100W high reving tool has a special balanced, low noise DC motor
which has full wave electronic speed control. The ground steel
spindle runs in a ball bearing. Stable gear head of die cast aluminium with 20mm MICROMOT collar allows fitting of optional drill
stands and horizontal stands. The variable speed control gives a
range of 5,000 to 20,000rpm. The drill has a hanging loop, used
when the tool is coupled
up to a flexible shaft.
Supplied in a plastic
storage case with 34
cutting, grinding,drilling
and sanding accessories.
CODE
28481

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Prof.Mini Drill/Grinder IBS...................... £99.99

PROXXON ANGLED DRILL/ MILLING MACHINE perfect for
drilling and milling in hard to reach places with a set of gears running on several ball bearings in a stable, die cast aluminium housing. Is suitable for right angled seperation of rods with a special
balanced powerful, quiet and long lasting DC motor. Comes with a
6 piece collet set covering 1-3.2mm. A 100W tool with variable
speeds of 3,000 - 15,000rpm. Supplied in a stable plastic storage
case.

CODE
28492

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Angled Drill/Miller Machine...................£117.96

PROXXON BELT SANDER a compact, light and well balanced,
belt sander with super driving power for maximum sanding performance. The 40mm wide sanding belt is located flush on the left
side to allow surfaces to be sanded "right down to the corner". A
fine adjustment for the rollers prevents run off on the side. Spring
clamping system for easy replacement of belts without tool. Supplied with a sturdy
plastic carrying case
together with 5 each
150 grit and 240 grit
sanding belts and a
clamp for stationary,
inverted use
CODE
28526
28922
28924

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Belt Sander...........................................£141.50
Proxxon Belt Sander Spare Belts 5pk 80 Grit.........£6.59
Proxxon Belt Sander Spare Belts 5pk 150 Grit.......£6.59

PROXXON MIC MICRO CUTTER this extremely handy tool will
effortlessly and cleanly cut most materials (not metals) up to 4mm
thick. The powerful DC motor in this compact tool ensures a very
high cutting performance. At just 36mm in diameter making the
ergonomically shaped casing easy to hold and is easy to guide
accurately. The blade is protected by a fold up guard and the
design allows you to
make cut-outs very easily. If
you use wood, plastics, GRP,
card, foil or other materials
then this cutter will make your
task so much easier..
CODE
28650
28652

MC
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TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon MIC Micro Cutter.................................... £74.99
Proxxon Spare Blade for MIC Micro Cutter.......... £8.95

PROXXON MICROMOT 60 MILL/DRILL with a diameter of only
35mm and its low weight, the 12V Proxxon MICROMOT 60 has
great balance and is easy to manipulate. This versatile tool lets
you engrave, cut, sand, polish, grind and more. It comes with a set
of 5 high-quality MICROMOT steel collets (1 each of 1, 1.5, 2, 2.4,
,3 and 3.2mm). These hardened steel collets have 3 slits. The
design results in an increased bearing surface, ensuring positive
and accurate clamping of even the smallest shanked bits. The tool
has a standard 20mm collar for stationary use with Proxxon drill
stands MB140/S and MB 200 as well as in the universal holder
The drill is a single speed machine running at 20,000 rpm. The
machine requires a suitable mains adaptor, we recommend
MICROMOT mains adaptors NG 2/S, NG 2/E or NG 5/E.

CODE
28500

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Micromot 60 Mill/Drill.............................. £32.99

PROXXON MICROMOT MILL/DRILL 60/E is a variable speed
machine from 5,000 to 20,000 rpm with high torque at lower
speeds. With a diameter of only 35mm and its low weight, the 12V
drill has great balance and is easy to manipulate. It comes with a
set of 5 high quality MICROMOT steel collets (1 each of 1, 1.5, 2,
2.4, 3 and 3.2mm). These hardened steel collets have 3 slits. The
design results in an increased bearing surface, ensuring positive
and accurate clamping of even the smallest shanked bits. The tool
has a standard 20mm collar for stationary use with Proxxon drill
stands MB140/S and MB 200 as well as in the universal holder
UHZ. The machine requires a suitable mains adaptor, we recommend MICROMOT mains adaptors NG 2/S, NG 2/E or NG 5/E.

CODE
28510

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Micromot 60/E Mill/Drill...........................£34.99

PROXXON FS FOOTSWITCH for hands-free precision work and
easy operation.The FS connects to all machines with a Euro plug,
class 2 insulation and maximum power consumption of 500W. It is
ideal for both portable and stationary machines. The housing is
made from fibreglass reinforced NYLON. The mains (240V) cable
is 2,500mm in length and the
output cable is 500mm long.
When using 12V MICROMOT tools
the transformer is connected to
the footswitch..

CODE
28700

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon FS Footswitch........................................ £18.99

PROXXON MICRO SCREWDRIVER SET 15 PIECE the revolving
top and finger mould improve ease of use. The set is supplied in a
practical stand that may be used as benchtop stand or fixed to a
wall. This 15 piece set comprises, slot-head: 1.0mm, 2.0mm and
3.0mm; Phillips head: PH 0.3, PH 0
and PH 1.2; torx: T5, T6, T8, T10
and T15; hex:1.5mm, 2.0mm,
2.5mm and 3.0mm.

CODE
28148

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Micro Screwdriver Set 15pc................... £35.30
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SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
PROXXON PS13 PEN SANDER 12V DC is ideal for working on
surfaces in recesses, slots and other awkward to get at areas.
The durable special DC motor is housed in a glass fibre reinforced
polyamide casing and is only 160mm long. The unit features a
sanding stroke with a linear action, not rotational. Supplied with
four sanding arbors with straight shanks and four angled (all different shapes) as well as three sheets of pre-profiled self adhesive
sanding pads. The sheets are of grits 180, 240 and 400 with five of
each shape per sheet.N.B. A mains adaptor of at least 1.0A at
10-18VDC is required.

PROXXON MAINS ADAPTOR NG2/E VARIABLE SPEED is a
230V to 12V unit suitable for many of the Proxxon machines. The
red LED indicates readiness for use and the PTC element (Positive Temperature Coefficient)
prevents overload of the unit.
A foldable tool rest provides a
secure place for keeping
the MICROMOT tools at the
ready. The mains adaptors do
not include the illustratedmill/
drill units
CODE
28707

CODE
28594

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon PS13 Pen Sander 12V DC..................... £28.09

PROXXON FLEXISHAFT WITH 6 COLLETS a truly flexible shaft,
1 metre long. The highly-flexible core ensures no overheating even
when working tight radii. Length 1,000mm, maximum speed
25,000rpm. Fitted with a delicate hand piece complete with six
steel collets (1.0 - 1.5 - 2.0 - 2.4 - 3.0 and 3.2mm) for accurate
holding of rotary tools and collet nut. Suitable for use with any of
the Proxxon range of tools or indeed any type of power source that
can grip the 3mm male shaft of the unit.

CODE
28620

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Flexishaft with 6 Collets.......................... £34.99

PROXXON FLEXISHAFT WITH 3 JAW CHUCK a truly flexible
shaft, 1 metre long with a delicate hand piece complete with a
quick action chuck 0.3mm to 3.2mm. The highly flexible core
ensures no overheating even when working tight radii. Length
1,000mm, maximum speed 25,000rpm. The 110/BF is fitted with a
quick-action chuck 0.3 to 3.2mm bringing considerable advantages
especially when working with different sizes of high-speed drills,
and accessories of different shank diameters

CODE
28622

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Flexishaft 3 Jaw Chuck.......................... £31.99

PROXXON MAINS ADAPTOR NG2/S SINGLE SPEED a single
speed mains adaptor 230V to 12V units suitable for many of the
Proxxon machines. The red LED indicates readiness for use and
the PTC element (Positive Temperature Coefficient) prevents overload of the unit. A foldable
tool rest provides a secure
place for keeping the
MICROMOT tools at the
ready. The mains adaptors
do not include the illustrated
mill/drill units

CODE
28706

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Mains Adaptor NG2/S Single Speed...... £29.99

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Mains Adaptor NG2/E Variable Speed...£34.99

PROXXON MAINS ADAPTOR NG5/E a 12V to 230V adaptor.
Variable speed control with feedback effect for optimum tool speed
and high torque at low speeds. Three polarised sockets for
MICROMOT machines. A pair of sockets for standard banana
plugs (4mm diameter) is also supplied. Master switch for turning
off the transformer without needing to unplug. Red LED indicates
'ready'. PTC (Positive Temperature Coefficient) element prevents
overload (and plugged-in tool will not restart automatically). After
cooling down, the mains plug
should briefly be unplugged to
reset the adaptor. With
storage holes for tools with
2.35mm and 3mm shafts.
Foldable tool rest for the
MICROMOT tool. The mains
adaptors do not include the
illustrated mill/drill units.
CODE
28704

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Mains Adaptor NG5/E............................ £73.35

PROXXON MICROFLAME BURNER a super fine flame shape.
Rechargeable with standard lighter fuel.
Used for soldering, de-soldering, brazing
or heating of workpieces. Ideal for model
building, electronics, jewellery repairs,
dental laboratories, Independent air and
fuel adjustments. Super fine flame shape
with temperature attaining 1,300°C, using
butane cartridge. Fitted with piezo lighter
and 500ml cartridge yielding typical usage
of 120 minutes. Includes removable foot
which ensures stability on the worktop
CODE
28146

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Microflame Burner.................................. £38.60

PROXXON THERMOCUT 12/E HOT WIRE CUTTER for free cutting in thick styrofoam panels for Dioramas. No "crumbling" as
when working with knife and sandpaper. Stable frame with pivoted
fixing element and extendable lower wire fixing. This gives a maximum extension of 200mm.
Workpiece height 150mm. Cutting
wire temperature infinitely variable.
Heat-up time is 1 second.
Complete with five deformable
cutting wires 200 x 0.85mm. Cutting
wire temperature is variable between
150° and 350°.We recommend
MICROMOT mains adaptors with a
capacity of 2.0A for operation.
CODE
27082
28082

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Thermocut 12/E Hot Wire Cutter............ £38.94
Spare Wires for Proxxon 27082 Cutter 10pk........ £15.60
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PROXXON THERMOCUT HOT WIRE CUTTER has a double
function fence with lockable feed bar. The unit's double wound
transformer and insulation to class 2 ensure the cutter is safe. The
cutting wire operates at 10V, 1A. The large base with 390 x
280mm table ensures smooth and easy movement of the workpiece. The printed grid and protractor ease division and cutting.
Solid aluminium overarm has a 350mm throat and offers 140mm
capacity in height. The holder and wire coil (30m, 0.2mm diameter
is included), may be shifted along the overarm to enable mitre cutting. An LED indicates operation and prevents burnt fingers (the
cutting wire heats to maximum in less than 1 second). The correct
temperature, being
material type and
thickness dependent, is
learnt from experience.
Optimum profiles are cut at
lower temperatures and
cutting force.

CODE
27080
28080

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Thermocut Hot Wire Cutter 240V.........£103.00
Proxxon Spare Hot Wire for 27080....................... £7.70

PROXXON KS230 BENCH CIRCULAR SAW a small precise
mains driven modelling saw with an 8mm depth of cut using the
standard 58mm diameter blade. It has a fully machined aluminium
table top 160 x 160mm mounted on a sturdy ABS base, and
comes with a mitre fence
and rip fence. There is a
34mm diameter dust
extraction port at the rear
of the machine

CODE
27006
28011
28014
28020
28017
28012
28016

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon KS230 Bench Circular Saw..................£119.95
Proxxon Solid Carbide Saw Blade for KS230...... £38.90
Proxxon Crosscyr “Supercut” Blade..................... £11.30
Proxxon Fine Blade 50mm................................... £9.99
Proxxon Saw Blade 20T for KS230...................... £12.96
Proxxon Diamond Blade for KS230...................... £24.65
Proxxon Tungsten Tipped 10T Blade for KS230.. £11.20

PROXXON SCROLL/ FRETSAW DS230E accurate, easy to use,
variable speed, blade wear compensation / length adjustment,
adjustable blade guide / hold-down, integral dust blower, dust
extraction port. A surprisingly robust and generous table (160 x
160mm) is fitted with a calibrated rip fence and slide mitre fence,
this surmounts a sturdy ABS base with a side door for easy access
to the bottom blade clamp assembly, the whole supports the diecast aluminium saw frame with a throat of 300mm and a simple but
very effective tensioning head with integrated blower. Takes standard unpinned scroll saw
blades. Supplied with an
assortment pack of Swiss
made, Pegas blades.

PROXXON SCROLL-CUT SCROLL SAW BLADES a premium
quality range of high speed 130mm length steel scroll saw blades,
suitable for almost any material from wood to ferrous metal. The
alternate set will give a clean cut in most materials. Sold in packs
of 12 blades.

CODE
28116
28117P
28118P
28112
28113
28114

TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Coarse Toothed Blades 14T.................. £4.49
Proxxon Standard Toothed Blades 17T............... £4.49
Proxxon Fine Toothed Blades 20T....................... £3.96
Proxxon Standard Toothed Blades 36T............... £4.96
Proxxon Fine Toothed Blades 41T...................... £4.96
Proxxon Very Fine Toothed Blades 50T............... £4.49

The Minicraft range of high quality precision power tools has been
designed for various tasks such as Modelling, Woodworking, Electronics, Restoring Antiques, Craftwork or any task which requires
precision and accuracy. The individual drills and saws require a
separate transformer, the drill kits are supplied complete with
transformer.
PRECISION COLLET DRILL a high speed collet drill for high
detail work. Fitted with a new high efficiency fan cooled motor for
improved torque and longer usage. The modern pencil grip has
been designed for comfort, it has a locking ring for easy collet
changeover. Supplied with 3 collets:- 1.0, 1.5 and 2.3mm.
Replacement collets are available or may be fitted with a Keyless
Chuck (MB1932) for extra flexibility.
Voltage...................................0 - 18V dc
Maximum output.........................30 Watt
No load speed.................0 - 30,000 rpm
Chuck Capacity..............1.0, 1.5, 2.3mm
Cable Type/Length............Straight/1.8M

CODE
MB130

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft MB130 Collet Drill.................................. £24.99

HIGH TORQUE DRILL a high speed mini drill for increased versatility featuring a high efficiency fan cooled motor for improved
torque and longer usage. Modern pencil grip design for comfortable handling with a lightweight keyless chuck for easy tool
changeover. Cable is extendible. Collet set (MB1925) may be fitted
for extra flexibility.
Voltage...................................0 - 18V dc
Maximum output........................ 30 Watt
No load speed.................0 - 30,000 rpm
Chuck capacity....................0.4 - 3.2mm
Cable Type/Length............Straight 1.8M

CODE
MB150

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft MB150 High Torque Drill........................ £27.99

MINICRAFT COLLET DRILL a collet drill for high detail work. Fitted with a new high efficiency fan cooled motor for improved
torque and longer usage. The modern pencil grip has been
designed for comfort, it has a locking button for easy collet
changeover. Supplied with 3 collets:- 1.0, 1.5 and 2.3mm.
Replacement collets are available or may be fitted with a Keyless
Chuck (MB1932) for extra flexibility.
Voltage...................................0 - 18V dc
Maximum output.........................24 Watt
No load speed.................0 - 16,000 rpm
Chuck Capacity..............1.0, 1.5, 2.3mm
Cable Type/Length............Straight/1.8M

CODE
27088

MC
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TYPE
PRICE
Proxxon Scroll/Fretsaw DS230E.........................£139.99

CODE
MB110

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft MB110 Collet Drill.................................. £24.99
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SQUIRES MODEL & CRAFT TOOLS
PRECISION COLLET DRILL a high speed keyless chuck drill with
lapped jaws. Fitted with a new high efficiency fan cooled motor for
improved torque and longer usage. The modern pencil grip has
been designed for comfort, it’s jaws range from 0.4 to 3.2mm. The
shaft runs in precision ball race for smoother running. Can be fitted
with collet see MB1925 or chuck MB1935.
Voltage...................................0 - 18V dc
Maximum output.......................100 Watt
No load speed.................0 - 20,000 rpm
Chuck Capacity.....................0.4-3.2mm
Cable Type/Length............Straight/1.8M

CODE
MB1011

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Precision Rotary Tool............................. £49.99

DRILL KITS
HOBBY DRILL KIT an excellent starter set suitable for a wide
range of hobby, craft and D.I.Y. applications. The kit features the
MB150 High Torque Drill with modern
pencil grip design, and the MB701
Single Speed Transformer.
It is supplied with 15 assorted
accessories for drilling, grinding,
shaping and smoothing etc. Chuck
capacity 0.4 - 3.2mm. Supplied in a
good quality storage case.
CODE
MB1000

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft MB1000 30W Kit in Storage Case......... £54.99

VARIABLE SPEED DRILL KIT a superb kit that is suitable for use
by hobbyist and professional users alike. The kit features the
superb MB150 30 watt High Torque
Drill powered by the MB702 Variable
Speed Transformer, the kit also
includes 20 assorted accessories for
drilling, grinding,polishing and
cleaning etc. All supplied in a handy
carry and storage case. Chuck
capacity 0.4 - 3.2mm.
CODE
TYPE
PRICE
MB5001B Minicraft MB5001 Variable Speed Drill Kit............ £69.99
HOBBY DRILL KIT an excellent starter set suitable for a wide
range of hobby, craft and D.I.Y. applications. The kit features the
MB110 Collet Rotary Tool with modern pencil grip design, and the
MB700 mini Variable Speed
Transformer. It is supplied with
12 assorted accessories for
drilling, grinding, shaping and
smoothing etc. 3 Piece Collet set
capacity 1.0 - 2.3mm. Supplied in a good
quality storage case.
CODE
MB0810

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Mini Rotary Tools Kit............................. £49.99

MINICRAFT MBXS WORKSHOP an excellent starter set suitable
for a wide range of hobby, craft and D.I.Y. applications. The workshop kit features the MB150 High Torque Rotary Tool with modern
pencil grip design, the MB701 Single
Speed Transformer and the MB821
Drill Stand.It is supplied with
20 assorted accessories for drilling,
grinding, shaping and smoothing etc.
Chuck capacity 0.4 - 3.2mm.
Supplied in a good
quality storage case.
CODE
MBXS

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft MBXS Workshop................................... £87.99

DRILL STANDS
UNIVERSAL DRILL STAND a high quality drill stand that is suitable for use with many manufacturers drills including: Dremel,
Proxxon, Minicraft, Maxicraft,
Bausch, Bohler, Rotacraft and
many others. The drill is held
securely in position by a strap
clamp around the drill body. The
"at rest" position of the drill can be
raised or lowered, tilted to either
side and a depth stop is featured.
A rack and pinion mechanism is
used to lower the drill. The base
has fixing holes allowing it to be
fixed to a bench if required.Base
dimensions: 200 x 140mm, the
column height is 240mm.

CODE
MB541

TYPE
PRICE
Universal Drill Stand PZ541................................. £49.99

MINI DRILL STAND ensures precision work with MB110, MB130,
MB150 & MB160. Has a triple metal
huide for high accuracy. Can be used
horizontally and vertically. 2 x G Clamps
for fixing the stand to a bench. Drilling
Depth of 30mm max with a range of
shifting heigh of 0-100mm. Overall size is
210m high with a base of 100 x 120mm.

CODE
MB821

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Minil Drill Stand...................................... £34.99

SUPER ROTARY TOOL KIT an excellent set suitable for a wide
range of hobby, craft and D.I.Y. applications. The kit features the
MB1011 High Precision Rotary
Tool with modern pencil grip design,
and the MB702 Variable Speed
Transformer. It is supplied with 30
assorted accessories for drilling,
grinding, shaping and smoothing etc. Chuck capacity
0.4 - 3.2mm. Supplied in a good
quality storage case.

MINI DRILL VICE a miniature diecast metal drill vice with 45mm
jaws opening to 50mm for use
with the Minicraft Drill Stand. The
slots in the vice match the slots in
the drillstand. Fixing centre 60mm.

CODE
MB8571

CODE
MB715

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Super Rotary Tool Kit............................ £89.99

DRILL VICE

TYPE
PRICE
Mini Drill Stand Vice............................................. £12.99
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KEYLESS CHUCK for use with Minicraft Collet Drill MB130 and as
a replacement chuck for the MB150, MB170, and MB1010 drills. It
may also be used with the MB720 flexible
drive shaft. Capacity: 0.4 - 3.2mm.
CODE
MB1932

TYPE
PRICE
Keyless Chuck 0.4 - 3.2mm.................................. £6.99

COLLET SET a 4 piece steel collet set for use with Minicraft
MB150, MB170, MB1010 drills, the MB720 flexible drive shaft and
as a replacement set for the MB130 Collet
Drill. Supplied with collet nut.
Collet sizes: 0.5,1.0, 2.3 and 3.2mm.

CODE
MB1925

VARIABLE SPEED TRANSFORMER for all Minicraft drills and
the engraving pen, offering sufficient power for uninterrupted work.
It has a self resetting overload cut-off for added safety and life.
With an electronic speed control.

CODE
MB702

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Variable Speed Transformer.................. £39.99

MINI VARIABLE SPEED TRANSFORMER for all Minicraft 6 &
24W drills and, offering variable speed for increased applications.
It has a self resetting overload
cut-off for added safety and life.

TYPE
PRICE
Collet Set 4 Piece................................................. £5.99

BLADES
JIGSAW BLADES for use with Minicraft jigsaw, for cutting wood,
plastics and metals.
CODE
MB1750
MB1751

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Jigsaw Blades for Wood/Plastic x4........ £5.29
Minicraft Jigsaw Blades for Metal x3.................... £5.29

ENGRAVING
ENGRAVING PEN for craft and security engraving on glass or
metal. Lightweight pen-style with a sensitive touch switch. Simple
push in/pull out tool changeover, uses 2.35mm shaft diameter
tools. Supplied with 1 diamond engraving bit and requires a transformer.
Voltage............................0 - 18V dc
Maximum output................... 6 Watt
No load speed...............17,000 rpm
CODE
MB185
MB1768

TYPE
PRICE
Engraving and Security Kit................................... £32.99

TRANSFORMERS
SINGLE SPEED TRANSFORMER for all Minicraft 25 - 40W drills
and the engraving pen, offering sufficient power for uninterrupted
work. It has a self resetting overload
cut-off for added safety and life.
Input voltage.................230V ac
Output voltage................ 15V dc
Output power................... .12VA
CODE
MB701

MC
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TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Mini Variable Speed Transformer.......... £19.99

POWER LEADS
MINICRAFT EXTENSION CABLES for use with any of the Minicraft power tools. 5M lead cigar plug/Minicraft socket and 3M
Extension Cable.

CODE
MB1803
MB1806

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Cigar Lighter Lead Straight.................... £6.99
Minicraft 3M Extension Cable............................... £6.95

TYPE
PRICE
Engraving Pen...................................................... £17.99
3 Diamond Engraving Bits 1mm for MB185/186.. £7.15

ENGRAVING & SECURITY KIT an ideal kit for craft use and for
security engraving household items. The kit is supplied complete
with the above 6 watt engraving pen,
a plug-in mini transformer, 1 diamond
bit and 2 grinding stones. Also
included is a paper stencil for craft
engraving on glass and a plastic
stencil for security marking valuables.
Supplied in a handy carry case.
CODE
MB186

CODE
MB700

Look out for more

Squires

Mini-catalogues
to be published soon:Scenic Materials including
Paints, Mod-Roc, Static Grass,

Town & Country Scenics
South Eastern Finecast
Electronic Components
Coming Soon

TYPE
PRICE
Minicraft Single Speed Transformer..................... £23.99
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